
Untold Stories From
Woodland's "Potter's Fields"

LOST &
FOUND

"Lost & Found" tells the stories of
some of the people buried in

Woodland's (and old St. Paul's
Cemetery's) "Potter's Fields":

those who were buried without
much thought about how to

preserve their memory for future
generations. These people were

often living in poverty, in
institutions, were recent

immigrants to the city, or met
unfortunate ends. Their lives and

stories, however, were just as
vibrant as any of London's

founding families. Through our
research and monument

conservation work, "Lost & Found"
brings some of this history to

light. This tour helps us
understand more about the
politics of memorialization,
including whose stories we

choose to remember and why.
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8 DR. BUCKE & THE
ASYLUM GRAVES 
1837 - 1902

WILLIAM WILSON 
1880-1904 

EMMA WILSON &  
ESTHER BARNES 
1848 - 1867 & 1842 - 1902 

Emma was 19 years old when she died from
"suicide at the brothel." The press described her
as an “abandoned female tired of life” and went
on to make a spectacle of her death, warning
against the fate of a sinner. Compared to the
often heroic, feminist portrayal of Esther Barnes,

who fought against
criminal charges for
keeping a bawdy house,
Emma was shamed for
working in the sex
industry. The occurrence
of her suicide alone
would have been enough
to earn her burial in the
“Potter’s Fields,” so
adding that she was a
sex-worker was even
more fitting.

John was one of 200 people
who lost their lives May 24,
1881 when the steamboat
Victoria wrecked in the
Thames. He was born in
Ireland before moving to
England, then immigrating to
Canada where he worked as a
labourer.Thinking about the

Esther Barnes' monument 

First stop at Dr. Richard M. Bucke's  
monument. Second stop at
unmarked asylum graves

The London Asylum for the Insane opened its
doors in 1870. Their 500 beds were filled
instantly with those whom records refer to as
“lunatics,” “idiots,” and “degenerates." People
were shamed for going to the asylum and, in
some cases, families mourned one's committal
as though they had actually died. Eventually, the
asylum became home, and those who were not
claimed by their families upon death were sent
to the "Potter's Fields."

One of the asylum's
doctors was Dr.
Richard M. Bucke,
whose views about
mental health
prompted
experimental
surgeries including
hysterectomies and,
eventually,
lobotomies.

William was a burglar who was shot in the chest
and throat by the police in a heated standoff
after robbing Cole’s woodturning shop in
February 1904. He and his accomplice stole
tools and diamonds from various locations
across South-Western Ontario. William was
unknown to the police prior to his demise, but it
was believed that he immigrated to Canada
from America only a couple years before his
death. Since he had no next of kin to anyone's
knowledge, his status as a criminal warranted
his burial in Woodland’s “Potter’s Fields.”

Follow us @woodlandcemeteryhistory

various circumstances of death, often we know it
is coming, but when a disaster happens we are
not always prepared. Funerals and burials are
costly events that some families could not afford,
so the “Potter’s Field” was the next option.
Among the others who died from the Victoria
Day Disaster and are buried in this lot are: Alice
and Edward Williamson, Henry Abey, Lotticia
Swanwick, and Glanville G. Wiseman.

John's monument

JOHN KELLY 
1857 - 1881 
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In July of 1925, a woman washed up on the bank
of Thames River and was discovered by two 13-
year-old boys. With time running out before her
body completely decomposed and with no
identification made, she was sent to our “Potter’s
Fields.” At some point after her burial, the
mystery woman was identified as Alice Helena
Wilson. Alice's body was exhumed and moved to
Ingersoll, though records to prove the details of
this information are scarce. Her grave at
Woodland is empty and her resting place today is
unknown.

TING YEUNG WONG 
? - 1933

STEPHEN HOVATS 
1877 - 1933 

Ting’s legacy lives through lessons of preserving
history. Woodland's records all indicate that his
name was “Ing,” but the proper translation of the
Cantonese characters on his marker reveals his 

When he died, the press labelled him a “tramp,” a
“transient,” and a “mental case.” These words are
diminutive of the true Stephen Hovats who was hit
by a train in Hyde Park, yet are the only words left
to describe him. As someone experiencing
homelessness, his only identifiers were the
buttons on his clothes and the utensils in his
pockets. The inscriptions on these items indicated
that he was staying at a local institution, either the
Asylum or the jail. 

ST. PAUL'S &  
JOHNATHAN MITCHELL 
1846 - 1873* Unmarked

Before Woodland
opened in 1879, it
existed as St. Paul’s
Cemetery (now the
Western Fair District).
When the bodies from
St. Paul’s were
moved to Woodland,
their "Potter’s Field"
was also transferred.
Here, the
"unknown dead" from
St.

"Potter's Field" along the back fence line in section U where
William and Stephen rest, and where Alice was originally buried

name to have been
“Ting.” Knowing the
racist social climate
that the Chinese
Immigration Act
promoted in the late
1800s, this discrepancy
was likely a product of
poor translation and
general
miscommunication. The
same is true for many 

ALICE HELENA WILSON 
? - 1925

Ting's marker

records of other immigrants who spoke little
English. Today, we must ensure that our records
are filled with correct data so that our future
generations are remembered and history is
preserved.

“POTTER’S FIELD” IS A BIBLICAL TERM THAT REFERS TO AKELDAMA, BOUGHT BY THE HIGH
PRIESTS OF JERUSALEM FOR THE BURIAL OF STRANGERS, CRIMINALS, AND THE POOR,
AND PAID FOR WITH THE COINS THAT HAD BEEN PAID TO JUDAS ISCARIOT FOR HIS

IDENTIFICATION OF JESUS. AKELDAMA, IN THE VALLEY OF HINNOM, WAS A SOURCE OF
POTTERS' CLAY. AFTER THE CLAY WAS REMOVED, SUCH A SITE WOULD BE LEFT

UNUSABLE FOR AGRICULTURE AND THUS MIGHT AS WELL BECOME A GRAVEYARD FOR
THOSE WHO COULD NOT BE BURIED IN A TRADITIONAL CEMETERY. St. Paul’s are remembered along with Johnathan

Mitchell, a 27-year-old carpenter who
immigrated to Canada from England. He was
living at the Asylum when he died from suicide.

memorial monument


